**United Nations Assembly Strategic Plan 2015-2018 launched tomorrow**

SLAMABAD: The National Assembly of Pakistan launched its Strategic Plan for the 22nd meeting attended here tomorrow.

The strategic plan includes a comprehensive 100-day action plan for the New Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Agenda.

**Turkey on Sunday, prompted by the ongoing conflict in Syria and the targeting of Islamic State militants in the country, reported.**

**U.S. F-16s at Turkey's Incirlik base to Fight Against IS**

ANKARA - Six U.S. F-16 fighters arrived at Incirlik Air Base in Adana province, in southern Turkey on Sunday, private news agency Anadolu reported.

Their planes are expected to conduct air strikes against Islamic State (IS) targets in neighboring Iraq and Syria, where IS left a 12 people dead and other two injured. IS militants hurled a molotov cocktail at the military airbase, a statement said on July Tuesday.

Turkey last week had announced that it had named the border town of Suruc, which has been moved to neighboring Syria and launched military operations. The Ministry of Civil and Military Affairs is in contact with the U.S. to move from Iskenderun to Suruc (DHA).

**Hinduism, Nagasak! A Prized Lesson for Militarism**

BEIJING - The memorial service for Nagasaki, Japan,系数 Nagasaki should serve as an opportunity for Japan not only to mourn those who lost their lives in the Second World War, but also to evaluate the attitude of atomic bomb victims to have been annihilated, according to a Chinese expert.

China is seeking to promote the universal acceptance of a nuclear weapons-free world. The country has always advocated non-proliferation and the non-use of nuclear weapons and their elimination. China has always actively carried out its international obligations and performed the corresponding responsibilities.

President Xi Jinping has, on several occasions, called on the international community to oppose all forms of nuclear terrorism, and not to possess, develop, or acquire nuclear weapons.

**U.S. Chief Slams Deadly Attack in Central Mali**

**United Nations Assembly Strategic Plan 2015-2018 launched tomorrow**

**Iran wants Japan back in Energy Projects**

**Colombo - Former Sri Lankan President Mahinda Rajapaksa’s confidence on Sunday that he will be able to win the upcoming parliamentary elections and be appointed as the country’s next prime minister. Rajapaksa was contesting the elections under the opposition People’s Front, but he is []

**Turkey’s Firm to Build TAPI Pipeline**

AKARABAT - The 2nd meeting of the TAPI (Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran) Joint Committee met here on Monday.

The meeting was attended by Turkmenistan’s Minister of Industry and Minerals, Turkmenistan’s Minister of Trade and Industry (Petroleum), Afghanistan’s Minister of Energy and Water Resources, Pakistan’s Secretary General Energy, and Afghanistan’s acting petroleum minister.

The Union called for greater efforts to protect Indigenous Peoples’ rights

**Former Sri Lankan President Confident of Poll Victory**

LONDON: - Hard lessons learned by British soldiers in jungles the hard way, eating delights in 1945 (WWII) and 2015.

With few exceptions, the allies initially fought the Japanese on separate fronts and could do nothing to capture Japanese positions. By 1945, there had been a complete British review of battle techniques. Among the allies, a change was called for as the situation in Burma began to turn back in favor of the Brits.

These tactics are still taught to soldiers today by a British Army Training in Brunel, preparing soldiers to fight in the harshest of conditions.
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